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BOOK REVIEWS
HUNTED HERETIC; THE LIFE AND DEATH OF MICHAEL SERVETUS 1511-
1553. By Roland H. Bainton. Boston, Beacon Press, 1953. xii, 270 pp.
$3.75.
The Reverend Roland H. Bainton is the distinguished Titus Street
Professor of Ecclesiastical History at Yale University. For over twenty-five
years Mr. Bainton has been studying about and publishing books on the
four principal heretics of the Reformation who, as he puts it, "fled from
Catholic countries to the Swiss cities and there fell foul of the Calvinist
regime." The Hunted Heretic is the last of four monographs on the here-
tics; Mr. Bainton's earlier monographs on Castellio, Joris, and Ochino
appeared respectively in 1935, 1937, and 1940. This present work appeared
on the 400th anniversary of the burning of Servetus at the stake in Geneva
on 27 October 1553.
Servetus was one of those men of the sixteenth century who was active in
many fields of knowledge. He was linguist, Biblical scholar, theologian,
geographer, physician, and physiologist. It is as physiologist that he is of
most interest to biologists and physicians today; Servetus independently
discovered the pulmonary transit.
Mr. Bainton has written a very readable book. He has made extensive
use of original sources both printed and manuscript, and he has achieved a
remarkably scholarly and interesting interpretation of Servetus. I use the
phrase "remarkably scholarly" because even a casual acquaintance with
Servetus literature will convince anyone that perhaps as much fiction has
been written about him in the guise of fact as about any other one man.
Hunted Heretic is an outstanding exception.
The history of the discovery of the pulmonary transit is also replete with
conjecture. In fact the whole story seems to have gotten off on the wrong
foot (right or left?) when William Wotton first publicized Servetus' dis-
covery in his Reflections on Ancient and Modern Learning (London,
1694). In this work Wotton reported "he [Servetus] clearly asserts, that
the Blood passes through the Lungs, from the Left to the Right [!] Ven-
tricle of the Heart." Mr. Bainton's discussion of Servetus' discovery, like
the rest of his book, is interesting and accurate. It is the best brief statement
available.
FREDERICK G. KILGOUR
THE BOOK OF HEALTH. Compiled and Edited by Randolph Lee Clark, Jr.
and Russell W. Cumley. Houston and New York, Elsevier Press, 1953.
843 pp., 1400 illustrations and plates. $10.00.
"Medicine is no longer a secret science. Every newspaper and magazine
publishes information and stories about progress in medicine. Sometimes,
this information is premature or unreliable; often it raises false hopes. ..."
"This book tells what 242 doctors [many of them eminent] believe you and
your family should know about medicine.... what your physician wants
you to know about your body-how to keep it healthy and what to do in
case of illness." These quotations from the jacket indicate the purpose of
this book.
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Often the reviewer has wished for such a book to recommend to an
intelligent lumber boss responsible for the health of his men in camp deep
in the north woods, sometimes isolated by blizzard; a non-medical mission-
ary taking his wife to a post in Central Africa three days by dugout canoe
from the nearest physician; an anthropologist going to study some primitive
tribe in the hinterland; a capable grandmother, living forty miles from the
nearest physician and sixty miles from the nearest hospital, who, picking up
medical lore from radio and weekly papers, is the first to be called on when
illness strikes in the little community; and a part-time household helper
who wishes she had a book to check up on "what they say on the radio."
The Book of Health answers the need with scientific integrity except,
perhaps, for too great enthusiasm for some of the most recent and still con-
troversial procedures which may soon be out of date. The excellent dia-
grams and illustrations depicting the text should prove helpful.
Unfortunately the huge bulk, due to the many historical illustrations and
color plates, make the book unduly expensive and unmanageable while
adding little to its real usefulness.
ARTHUR BLISS DAYTON
CHYMIA: ANNUAL STUDIES IN THE HISTORY OF CHEMISTRY. Vol. 4.
Henry M. Leicester, Editor-in-Chief. Philadelphia, University of Pennsyl-
vania Press, 1953. viii + 217 pp.
In 1948 the first volume of Chymia was published by the University of
Pennsylvania Press. At that time it was announced that Chymia would be
a yearly publication intended "to promote international scholarship in the
history of chemistry . . . and to provide a meeting ground for those who
find pleasure in studies such as it reports."
Since that time four volumes of Chymia have appeared. Of these volumes,
the fourth is undoubtedly the worst. Although every volume was somewhat
irregular in the quality of the papers contained in it, there were always one
or two papers which served to justify the entire venture. Unfortunately, this
saving feature is noticeably lacking in volume 4. Beginning with a rather
pedestrian and uninspiring paper by Professor R. J. Forbes "On the Origin
of Alchemy" and ending with a semi-sociological survey of "The Scientific
Background of Chemistry Teachers in Representative Pharmacy Schools of
the United States During the 19th Century" by Professor Glenn Sonne-
decker, this volume of essays is almost uniformly mediocre and, what is far
worse, dull. In some cases the papers are simply bad and do not deserve the
immortality which the excellent paper and binding of this volume will
guarantee them. In others, the papers are relatively competent but un-
inspired.
The essays in this collection may be divided roughly into two categories;
those which make no claim to any great originality or scholarly value, and
those which are the obvious products of extensive research and which,
therefore, must be judged according to the standards of modern historical
scholarship. In the first category fall Professor Forbes' article on alchemy,
Denis Duveen's chatty and thoroughly innocuous paper on Madame
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